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TAI PU SI , is in the Southest of  Xilingol in Inner Mongolia. It was my 
first time to visit there in summer 2013 when it was very hot, noisy and 
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heavy air pollution in Beijing.  After staying for 4 days, I fall in love with 
this beautiful and peaceful place. 

But I felt unhappy when I passed by villages farmers lives. Compared 
with nice landscape, it looks no hope everywhere both eyes of villagers 
and houses. I said to myself:”it is unfair” . And I started to think about 
what I could do to change the situation.

After several months research, I made a proposal for regeneration of 
local community and decide to  plant rose on bared hills to improve life 
level of local farmers, to develop new industry based on rose planting . 

I found a local business man to establish business partnership, who can 
provide local government support, free lands of his hometown and 
other fundamental  supports. And I founded this Association to run 
community development project at his home town. and now I have a 
farm and a rose garden.

On spring of 2013, I moved to the village named Victory to start a new 
life. I have a small permaculture garden and eco- toilet built by myself 
and lots of work to make the house comfortable.
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And we planted around 10,000 roses on 1/3  hills of this village. But 
rose dosen’t grow well this year because of lacking of experiences and 
management.

I started to learn about BD Agriculture and Permaculture Design on 
May 2013 and decided to build up BD farm under permaculture 
principles and establish a education center to train local people to 
practice sustainable agriculture and culture under permaculture 
design.  So I will spend my spare time from Nov. 2013 to Jan. 2014 to 
learn more about community development and permaculture design 
especially on earth work design.
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